
BigMIND is a complete solution that meets all user needs through a secure, flex-
ible, and very smart system. Data management and access could be a stressful 
and complex matter for most individuals, especially that data is scattered every-
where across numerous devices. That is why we have a unified cloud solution 
which uses Artificial Intelligence Technology to make data access and manage-
ment a piece of cake. To get a sense of BigMIND, check out our top features 
below. 

1. Secure Platform and Compliance

Advanced technology partners with Amazon and utilizing the biggest Account 
under Amazon Glacier using around 9 Petabytes of storage. Data in storage is 
always present in an encrypted form using the AES 256 Encryption Standard 
SSE. BigMIND features help you prepare and comply with General Data Protec-
tion Regulation (GDPR) requirements and many more international complianc-
es such as HIPAA.

2. Scheduled Backup

BigMIND supports automatic and incremental backup. After the initial full 
backup, the system will start acting in an incremental mode. You can determine 
your own custom backup schedule.

3. Tribrid Technology and Intelligent Archive

Not all data should be treated the same that is why we’ve introduced the world’s 
first Tribrid Backup. We have presented three storage types: 
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1. Hot Storage based on Amazon S3, used to store mission critical data that
needs to be accessed on demand and shared within account users or via
a public share link.
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4. Complete Ecosystem

BigMIND is covered across multiple Operating Systems such as Windows, Mac, 
IOS and Android for file-level backups. As well as backing up MS SQL servers on 
three levels: full, differential and transactional; Mobile Backups; and Saas Backup 
for connecting other service accounts that end-users might have.

5. Complete User Management

BigMIND offers a centralized administration console used to deploy, configure, 
grant access and restore data to users all without leaving your seat. Group Users 
into certain color-coded labels to manage privileges.

6. Complete Audit

With our transparent tracking, all actions performed by the users are recorded 
to detect any suspicious activities and prevent unauthorized access, including 
Administrator User actions. 

7. Content Search (eDiscovery)

BigMIND technology gives end-users the capability to search for their uploaded 
data from anywhere access using “keyword” or “phrase” searches based on the 
content of data. Forget about basic filename searches, now you have your own 
powerful smart search engine for your valuable uploaded data to be found in 
seconds.

8. File Retention

With our incremental file backup, BigMIND will create a new version of your files 
once they get modified, and you can select to restore an older version of your 
wanted file. This makes ransomware not a threat anymore. You could have as 
many as unlimited file versions to as low as two file versions depending on the 
flexible customized file retention policy you specify all for controlling the storage 
space you have allocated.
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2. Cold Storage based on Amazon Glacier used for Intelligent Archiving and
rarely accessed data, for a cheaper storage alternative.

3. Hybrid +, BigMIND can create a local copy of backed up files for faster
recovery time.
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9. File Sharing

Flexible file-sharing capabilities to other users in each account or via a pass-
word-protected public share link that could be used as desired.

10. Block Level Backup

BigMINDs Block Level Technology is ideal for large files that undergo slight 
changes. Where the edits within the file will be backed up and not the entire 
file, saving more space and time.

11. SaaS File Discovery

Merge all your data into one single location. Link Instagram, Google Drive, One-
Drive, and much more. This makes it easier to discover and access data from 
your desktop, laptop or mobile device all under a unified cloud solution.

12. A.I. Photo Detection

 With BigMIND’s artificial intelligence, this helps you discover photos by the ob-
jects that appear within them automatically without end-users wasting time 
and doing their own manual file tagging or indexing. The system also scans and 
detects all the faces within a photo and will individually detect each person, cre-
ating a custom thumbnail for them.

13. Smart Reporting

BigMIND generates advanced detailed reports stating the health status of de-
vices backed up. Generate and schedule to receive the reports on a daily, weekly 
and monthly basis.

14. File Tagging

Add as many manual user-tags you desire to each file in order to be able to find 
the file you want in seconds based on that custom user-tag you put in place.

15. Smart Filtering

Our BigMIND features are designed to help users accelerate their workflow by 
pinpointing, for example, any media file in seconds. If you do not want to do any 
smart keyword searches, you could filter the data during discovery to a specific 
data category in order to populate the exact file needed in seconds.
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16. Enterprise Deployment AD/ ADFS / SSO

Supporting AD deployment for enterprise levels to help organizations set-up 
single sign in for the users under the account upon request.

17. Import/Export Service

BigMIND’ Import/Export service allows you to securely send your data directly to 
our data centers; saving your time and bandwidth instead of transferring the 
data over the internet either go with Amazon Snowball device or Bring Your 
Own Hard Drive.

18. Disaster Recovery

With the BigMIND cloud backup solution you could also do Image Backups for 
workstations and servers. There are many Image Backup options that you could 
customize according to your business needs. 

19. Office 365 Backup

Backup your entire Microsoft Office 365 Account. You could backup mailboxes 
and OneDrive. You could backup the entire organization, groups of users, or spe-
cific individual users. You could also backup SharePoint. 

20. MS SQL Backup

Backup MS SQL Servers with no limitation to the number of databases under 
that server. You could do Full Backups, Differential Backups, and Transactional 
Backups.

21. Mobile Backup

Backup your entire Android and/or iOS mobile devices. Backup call log, 
contacts, messages, documents, videos, photos, and much more.

22. Website Backup

A website can be corrupted as a result of unauthorized access or a malware 
attacks. Back up your website if you want to easily revert it to a healthy state, in 
case of corruption. With website backups, you could backup website content files 
and/or linked databases (if any) hosted on MySQL servers.
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1. Complete White-Label Option

Rebrand the product with your own brand name and logo as a 'White-Label 
Partner', set your own prices and profit margins as if it was your very own 
product.

2. Pay-As-You-Go Business Model

With a prepaid credit system, you only need to top up your account with the 
amount of credit you need at any given time without depending on a sales 
agent. With this credit, you could create your own custom business & home 
packages and only be charged for such plan-costs when you actually assign 
them to new end-user accounts.

3. Easily Managed (Fully-Automated)

With the BigMIND partner program, you’re cutting down overall costs as well as 
valuable operational time, due to the partner system fully-automated manage-
ment console which allows you to manage your entire cloud backup service 
from one place with just a few easy clicks.

4. Flexible Plans Option

You have the flexibility to create your own custom mix and match plans that you 
desire at any given time along with plan scale-up options in a pro-rated and au-
tomated manner.

5. Premium Partner Support
Around the clock sales and technical support.

Top Partner-Platform Features: 

Are you looking for a profitable reselling business model for a complete cloud 
backup solution that meets all user needs through a secure, flexible, and very 
smart system?

The following top features provide a good idea on why you should partner up 
with BigMIND.
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6. Automatic Smart Reporting
You can configure the system to get detailed reports straight to your inbox re-
garding the backup status of each account, user, and machine you are
managing.

7. Multiple Administrators

You can add admin users within your partner management console to help you 
out with this business; in addition to, determining the privileges these added 
admin users could have.

8. Complete Audit System

With our transparent tracking, all actions performed in the system by users are 
recorded to detect any suspicious activities and prevent unauthorized access. 
This audit section is applied for both the end-user accounts you are managing 
and your personal partner management console as well.

9. Incentive-Based Business Model

There are couple of different ways we could partner up. As mentioned above we 
could do a pay as you go business model, or you could participate in commit-
ment based business model to gain bonus incentives as a return for your com-
mitment as a partner. 

10. Distributor Ready

We have a Multi-Tennant Partner System that caters to a “network of re-sellers/
partners” sales channel that you might have as a Bigmind Partner. This is 
geared for more of a distribution business model.

11. Free Sandbox Account

Try it now with a 60-day free trial. Sign up for a free partner account today with 
no credit card information required. Sandbox is also available for you even 
when you go live with BigMIND. Sandbox is a great live test environment to 
utilize so that you do not manipulate your live main account.

https://intelli1.zoolz.com/partners/signup

https://intelli1.zoolz.com/partners/signup



